Diverse lane preferences of left-turn drivers lead to unbalanced traffic distribution on multiple left-turn lanes. The preferences can be measured in terms of lane usage at macroscopic level and individual lane choice at microscopic level. The data of lane volume and individual lane choices are collected at eight dual or triple left-turn lanes equipped in signalized intersections in China. Linear regression model with dummy variables and discrete choice model were applied to analyse drivers' lane choosing patterns at macroscopic and microscopic levels, respectively, and results of the two studies are mutually verified and complemented. The drivers' lane preferences are found to vary with approach configurations, traffic control, and the number of lanes available. Static influential factors, such as turning radius inside the intersection, the design of shadowed lane, and intersection skewedness, as well as dynamic influential factors, including queue length, heavy vehicle in queue back and subject vehicle type, could affect the drivers' lane preferences. The findings of this study have important implications for intersection design and traffic control in practice.
Introduction
Multiple lanes serving the same direction traffic often appear at entrance approaches of urban arterial intersection. Capacity of the multilane infrastructure largely determines the approach capacity, so the operation performance of these multilane is always of traffic researchers and engineers' concern [1] [2] [3] . Underutilization is a phenomenon of unbalanced traffic distribution happened in many types of multilane infrastructures, including multiple left-turn lanes (MLTLs). The more unbalanced traffic distribution of the MLTLs is, the more its design capacity is degraded. Underutilized degree of the MLTLs' capacity can be measured in terms of some indicators. The indicator of saturation flow rate reflects the maximum traffic serving ability of an individual lane, which is the determinant of theoretical capacity of the MLTLs. The capacity is reduced to a more realistic value by an adjustment indicator of lane utilization to reflect the negative impact of unbalanced left-turn traffic distribution happened in the MLTLs on its capacity utilization [4] . But this indicator cannot tell the detailed volume proportion of each left-turn lane (LTL) with respect to the whole left-turn traffic, so the indicator of lane usages was defined and applied to meet this need [5, 6] .
The calculation of abovementioned underutilization indicators counts on the data of LTL volumes; from individual perspective, the data also measure aggregate LTL choices of left-turn drivers within a given time. Owing to this connection, the drivers' LTL preferences can be inferred from the value of an indicator. If we can identify the influential factors of the value variance, it is reasonable to say that the factors also affect the drivers' LTL preferences. Proper settings of the factors can improve underutilization of the MLTLs which actually works by balancing the drivers' average LTL preferences. Some existing tools have the potential to conduct such intervene. The microscopic traffic simulation packages, SIDRA and VISSIM [7, 8] , already support the design of lanescaled timing scheme to meet specific lane traffic demand. Signal phase offset can be set lane by lane to rebalance the LTL utilizations. Such settings can get theoretical support from 2 Journal of Advanced Transportation the lane-scaled signal timing optimization methods proposed recently. These methods integrate signal timing variables with the variables reflecting lane geometrics and lane traffic into one model and optimize them together. Wong and Heydecker found a way to optimize lane marking patterns and signal timings in simultaneously to improve the overall intersection capacity with better lane usages [9] . The method can fit for different junction geometries with asymmetrical and complex lane marking patterns. Zhao et al. proposed to open up exit lanes for left-turn traffic dynamically with the help of an additional traffic light to increases intersections capacity [10] . Other lane-scaled signal timing methods have been used to handle the travelling demand in heavily congested intersections with specific approach configurations [11, 12] . These studies have built a solid theoretical foundation for the application of lane-scaled signal timing method to improve the MLTLs underutilization. What we need to do urgently is to figure out the influential factors of LTL usages or, in other words, the factors affecting the drivers' LTL choices. Although LTL geometrics have been considered in left-turn signal plan where single LTL exists in some cases [13, 14] , but the work has not been done at the MLTLs yet.
Previous studies have identified various factors probably influencing drivers' LTL preferences. Sando et al. investigated the operation performance of fifteen triple LTLs in Florida and found that inside shadowed LTL of the MLTLs could attract more drivers than outside unshadowed LTLs [5, 6] . Their study results also indicated that the different settings of geometrics of upstream approaches and intersections skewedness lead to variances of LTL saturation flows. Yu et al. found that downstream attraction sites of the MLTLs could affect drivers' LTL choices, as bus stops located at downstream of the intersection result in unbalanced traffic distribution on the upstream MLTLs [15] . Besides the static factors, some dynamic ones could affect the drivers' lane preferences at the MLTLs. Liu et al. found that the chance of a driver choosing the outside left-turn lane would increase with the queue length in the inside left-turn lane, and drivers of heavy vehicles were more likely to select outside left-turn lanes [16] . Cooner et al. found that driver's LTL choices could change with the switch of traffic signal [17] . Since there exist diverse influential factors of the drivers' LTL selections, it is not surprising to find that the rule of installation and operation of the MLTLs to improve the unbalanced leftturn traffic distribution is dependent on local circumstance [15, 18] . This application feature requires the adjustments of approach geometrics or traffic controls should be designed based on the data that can be collected easily and fast by traffic managers and engineers in field. The data of lane volumes and individual lane choices could meet this need. This is why the data are taken as the basis of this study. Note that the data cannot support the analysis of the decision-making mechanism of lane choosing drivers unless their personal characteristics are omitted.
This study conducts an empirical analysis of the influences of exogenous factors on left-turn drivers' lane preferences at the MLTLs. The main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows.
First, this study fills this research gap of underutilization of the MLTLs capacity being rarely investigated in China. The urbanization trend there started twenty years ago, and this trend is expected to continue in next decade. Unlike the cases of European or American cities, signalized intersections in big size are often seen in downtown area in China, and many of them are equipped with multiple LTLs. But their underutilization is rarely reported before. The investigation of this study provides the first-hand information of the infrastructure operation performance for roadway planners and managers in China.
The second contribution is that lane usage is used as the indicator of left-turn drivers' lane preferences in statistical model, unlike only being a descriptive statistic of multilane traffic distribution in previous studies. The connection of this indicator and the drivers' lane choices laid the realistic foundation of conducting this work.
The third point is that both of static and dynamic influential factors of the drivers' LTL preferences are identified in this study. Since lane usage is calculated from the data of lane volume, its variance can be attributed to time-invariant influence of a static factor, such as roadway geometrics. Meanwhile, the drivers' lane choices could also be affected by time-variant exogenous influences. This study employs discrete choice model to capture the dynamic influences, and the investigated influencing patterns of static and dynamic factors are compared and discussed. Such comprehensive analysing approach help understand unbalanced left-turn traffic distribution on the MLTLs in a relatively complete view.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the scenarios considered in the study of left-turn drivers' lane preferences. The next two sections introduce statistical models and variables applied in the analysis, respectively. The data used in the model estimations are presented in Section 5. Section 6 reports the results and discusses their implications for engineering practices. Section 7 concludes major findings of this study and proposes recommendations for future work.
Study Scenarios
Triple LTLs (TLTLs) and dual LTLs (DLTLs) are two types of the MLTLs equipped at arterial intersections in China. Figure 1 (a) illustrates four typical configurations of them: (1) two unshadowed LTLs; (2) one shadowed LTL and one unshadowed LTL; (3) three unshadowed LTLs; and (4) one shadowed LTL and two unshadowed LTLs. The shadowed lane (see Figure 1(b) ) is set near the stop line to accommodate more left-turn vehicles. The notation of each lane within a MLTL is defined according to its location with respect to the road central line. The closest lane is inside LTL. The further and the furthest ones are median and outside LTLs.
The choice set of the left-turn drivers consists of the inside and outside LTLs at the DLTLs, or the inside, median, and outside LTLs at the TLTLs. Study scenarios listed in Table 1 with the change of signal light. This influence is omitted in the scenario of signal cycle.
Study data are organized according to the scenarios defined in Table 1 . Two lanes of the DLTLs are always available for left-turn drivers, so the data of individual LTL choices are spilt in the groups of red and green phases (scenarios 1.R and 1.G) or the one of signal cycle period (scenario 2). Similarly, the data of LTL volumes are organized according to signal phase or cycle. Lane choice scenario at the TLTLs is more complex than at the DLTLs. Crossing two lanes in one lane changing manoeuvre is strictly forbidden in China, so the outside lane of the TLTLs is unavailable for the drivers in inside LTL (scenarios 3.1.R, 3.1.G, and 4.1). Similarly, the inside LTL is unavailable for the drivers on the outside 
where V i is the volume of the ith LTL and V/N is the average lane volume of the MLTLs. The usage of the LTL achieves its balanced state when the left-turn traffic evenly distributes on all LTLs. In that case, f usa-i equals 1. To measure the unbalanced degree of the lane usage of the ith LTL, its deviation to the balanced state, or f dev-i , is calculated by f usa-i -1. A positive f dev-i means that the ith LTL attracts more vehicles while the usages of other LTLs decrease correspondingly. Similarly, it is easy to understand the meaning of negative f dev-i . The variance of f dev-i reflects aggregate change of left-turn drivers' preferences to the ith LTL, so the influential factors attributed to the variance can be considered to influence the drivers' LTL choices. Since the value of f dev-i is from LTL volumes, its variance can only result from the influences of the factors whose value are timeinvariant in the volume counting period. Some of such static influential factors are selected and reported in Section 4. They will be taken as the categorical variables in statistical analysis. Hence, a linear regression model is developed to identify the significances of the variables by setting them as the dummy variables as follows:
where is a constant parameter; d jk is the kth dummy variable of the jth categorical factor, and jk is its coefficient; x l is the lth influential factor, and l is its coefficient; J is the number of static factors, and K is the level number of each one at a study scenario; is the error term. To avoid multicollinearity of the dummy variables in the regression analysis, the number of dummy variables should be one less than the level number of a factor.
Model of Lane
Choice. Individual driver's lane choice decision made at the MLTLs can be modelled under the framework of discrete choice model. The model can analyse the impact of a dynamic factor defined in Section 4 on a driver's lane choice. The utility of each LTL for the kth driver, or U ik , assumes to be equal to the addictive influences of exogenous factors:
where i is a constant parameter; j is the coefficient of the jth dynamic factor x j ; J is the total number of the factors; ik is the error term which is set to reflect the drivers' random attitudes to U ik . U ik is specified as U inside-k , U median-k , or U outside-k when the inside, median, or outside LTL is available for the kth driver. Assuming that a driver select the LTL with the maximum utility among the alternatives, the probability of the kth driver choosing the ith LTL rather than the oth LTL is expressed as
where U ik and U ok are, respectively, the utility of the ith and oth LTLs for the kth driver; ik and ok assume to Journal of Advanced Transportation 5 be independent identically distributed. In this study, Logit model is applied to analyse the driver's lane choosing pattern, so ik is subject to the Gumbel distribution. The probability of the ith LTL being chosen can be calculated as
where N is the number of available LTLs at a scenario listed in Table 1 . The model parameters can be estimated from the likelihood function:
where M is size of the samples used in the model estimation. Binary Logit model is introduced when two LTLs are available for the drivers (scenarios 1.R, 1.G, 2, 3. 
Model Variables
Several static and dynamic factors (marked as "SF" in Table 2 and "DF" in Table 3 ) that probably impact the drivers' LTL preferences are selected from the driver's view. The measurements of some static factors are illustrated in Figure 1 (b). Static factors are classified into three categories: the category of "turning curve", the one of "intersection approach", and the one of "vehicle type". Some of them are set to verify the effects of their dynamic counterparts. All of the factors are introduced in terms of the categories as follows.
Factor Category: "Turning Curve".
Length of left-turn curve inside the intersection could influence drivers' lane preferences at the MLTLs. The inside LTL has the shortest curve, while the outside LTL has the longest one. The curve length depends on two factors: its radius and intersection skewedness. The drivers assume to rank the radius lengths of all LTLs in grade (SF1), as their values are hard to accurately measure in driving state. Since the grade of the curve of an LTL is invariant for a driver choosing the lane, the influence of SF1 on the driver's decisions cannot be identified in the disaggregate analysis. This is why SF1 is omitted in Table 3 . When the legs of an intersection are not perpendicular with each other, the skewed configuration (SF2/DF1) aggregates length difference of the turning curves of any two LTLs.
Factor
Category: "Intersection Approach". This category contains the factors that reflect available spatial or temporal resource for left-turn vehicles. Length of signal cycle (SF3) determines the number of the vehicles arriving to the intersection and leaving from there in cycle period. Lengths of red phase (SF4) and green phase (SF5) regulate accumulating and discharging periods of the vehicles. The two factors are related to queue length of each LTL, so their impacts on the left-turn drivers in each LTL are considered in the disaggregate analysis. The impact of queue length difference of any two LTLs (DF5-DF7) on the drivers' decisions is taken into account as well.
Shadowed LTL stores less queued vehicles than the unshadowed one (SF6) in the period of red phase. The storing capacity depends on the length of turn bay (SF7). The probability of shadowed LTL being chosen by a driver determines how the increased capacity provided by the lane is utilized. Its influence on left-turn drivers' decisions is captured by the factors of DF8-DF10 in the disaggregate analysis. The shadowed LTL is only available when the drivers arrive at the lane taper (DF11, see Figure 1(b) ). Only drivers in the outside lane of the DLTLs or the ones in the median lane of the TLTLs are able to choose the shadowed LTL if it is not fully occupied by queued vehicles.
Similar to shadowed LTL, other factors that are related to the left-turn drivers' lane changing opportunities are also selected to test their influences on the drivers' decisions. The paralleled white solid lines marked on intersection approach pavement (see Figure 1(b) ) are forbidden to cross in China, so the influence of the line length (SF8) on drivers' lane choices should be investigated. In addition, previous studies [7, 10] found that balanced distributed left-turn traffic is easier to see at the intersection approach with a long upstream segment (SF9), as a driver has more space to change to his or her target LTL, or at least to move closer to it. So SF9 could affect the LTL usages. The left-turn sign set at upstream section of the MLTLs could impact drivers' lane choice in a similar way as SF9. The earlier the driver notices the sign, the earlier he or she can make lane choice decision. Hence, the factor of the first left-turn sign located at upstream of the MLTLs (SF10) is selected as a potential influential factor.
Factor Category: "Vehicle Type".
A heavy vehicle occupies more space of a lane than a passenger car. The heavy vehicle has been counted equivalently as the passenger cars in the LTL volume, but its impact on drivers' LTL choices cannot be reflected by the equivalent count. The heavy vehicle accelerates slower than the passenger car does. Its big size could block the following drivers' vision, so it could be repelled by the driver. The impact of leading heavy vehicles on LTL usages is captured by the factor of SF11 that refers to the proportion of heavy vehicles in phase or cycle LTL volume. This impact is reflected by the factors of DF12-DF14 in the disaggregate analysis of individual lane choices. In addition, the more the heavy vehicles in the LTL queue, the slower the discharging speed of the left-turn traffic. Hence, the number of the heavy vehicles on each LTL (DF15-DF17) or the numerical difference of the heavy vehicles on any two LTLs (DF18-DF20) could affect the drivers' decisions. Finally, the heavy vehicle differs from the passenger car in vehicle size and kinematic, so their drivers' decision logics could be different. The heavy vehicle driver could prefer a large turning radius. This concern is captured by DF21 in the disaggregate analysis. 
Data Collection
Eight MLTLs, including four DLTLs and four TLTLs, located at six signalized intersections in Shanghai, China, are selected as the study sites. Their locations are illustrated in Figure 2 . Their conditions are reported in Table 4 . Left-turn traffic is controlled by exclusive signal phases in fixed timing lengths at each site. The traffic is recorded with digital video cameras, and the LTL volumes and individual drivers' LTL choices are extracted from the videos. The volume in each phase is counted, and then the collected data are aggregated into cycle-scale volumes. The data of individual lane choices at different study scenarios are processed in a similar way. To ensure the indicator of lane usage being able to reflect the drivers' average LTL preferences, only the period during which more than eight vehicles arrive at an LTL is taken as a qualified period to count the vehicle number. A vehicle is counted in the volume when it arrives at the back of a queue, as drivers' lane choice decision is assumed to be made at the instant of arrival. If no queue exists, the vehicle is counted in when it passes the stop line. According to the design code of urban road in China, a heavy vehicle is equivalent to two passenger car units in the volume data. Table 4 reports the average LTL volumes measured at each site, and unbalanced traffic distribution on the MLTLs can be clearly identified. Table 5 lists the measurements of static factors at each site. SF2, SF6, and SF11 are the binary variables, while the other ones are the ordinal categorical variables. The grades of each factor are set according to the rules that (1) the interval between two levels of SF3-SF5 is more than 10 seconds or (2) the gap of two levels of SF7-SF10 is over 10 meters. Their grades are marked as "(1)", "(2)", "(3)", and "(4)" in the table.
Results and Discussion
The statistical software Stata is used to identify the factors that could influence the LTL usage or individual LTL choices at 95% confidence level. Null hypothesis is that no factor has significant influence. Testing results of the hypothesis are reported in Table 6 . It is found that the hypothesis is only accepted in the analysis of the drivers' lane choices at scenarios 3.2.G and 3.3.G. At the scenarios when the hypothesis is rejected, the estimated unstandardized coefficients of the significant factors are reported in Tables 7 and 8 by the  factor category defined in Tables 2 and 3 . The coefficients of significant static and dynamic factors belonging to the same factor category are listed in the column of "LUD" and "LC", respectively. The remainder of this section introduces the interpretation of results and then discusses the analysis results of the variance of the LTL usage deviation and individual lane choices at the MLTLs.
The Way of Result Interpretation. Each static influential
factor is modelled as a categorical independent variable of the regression model in (2) . The first level of the factor is taken as the regression base when estimating the higher level influences of the factor on the dependent variable f dev-i . The dummy variable regarding the first level of the factor is omitted from (2) , and the coefficients of other dummy variables referring to the higher level influences are estimated by comparing with the first level influence. Only the coefficients of significant dummy variables are reported in Tables 7 and 8 . The positive coefficient in the "LUD" column of the tables means that the upgraded level of a static factor could aggravate the lane usage deviation and vice versa.
Here the coefficient of turning radius (SF1) obtained at scenario 1.R (red phase at the DLTLs) is taken as an example (bolded and underlined in Table 7 ). The second level of SF1, indicated as SF1 (2) in the table, refers to the turning radius of the outside LTL of the DLTLs. The positive coefficient of SF1, 0.11, indicates that the lane usage of the outside LTL is higher than that of the inside LTL; in other words, the outside LTL could attract more left-turn drivers owing to its larger turning radius.
Similar to the analysis of the influence of a static factor on the LTL usages, the analysis of the dynamic factor influences on individual LTL choices needs a regression base as well when calculating the probability of a driver choosing another LTL rather than base one. The base refers to a specific LTL among the DLTLs or the TLTLs.
The outside LTL is selected as the base choice at the DLTLs scenarios, so the interpretation of the estimated coefficient of a significant dynamic factor listed in "LC" column of Table 7 should follow this setting. The positive coefficient indicates that increasing the value of a dynamic influential factor could reduce the chosen probability of the outside LTL of the DLTLs and vice versa. For example, the coefficient of DF7 (queue length of inside LTL) obtained at the scenario 1.R is -0.51 (bolded and underlined in Table 7 ). Since the value of DF7 is measured in vehicle number, the "-0.51" means that one additional vehicle appearing in inside LTL ahead of a driver in red phase could decrease the probability of being chosen by a driver at [1-exp(-0.51)], or 40% probability.
At the TLTLs scenarios, the median LTL is selected as the base choice. The chosen probabilities of the outside and inside LTLs are calculated by comparing their utilities with the median lane. When a dynamic influential factor performs significant influence on the probabilities of the inside LTL or the outside LTL being chosen by a driver, it is marked by the suffix "i" or "o" associated with the factor code in Table 8 . Take the coefficient of DF1 (intersection skewedness) obtained at scenario 3.1.R for example (bolded and underlined in Table 8 ). "DF1i=-1.98" indicates that the skewed intersection could decrease the probability of the inside LTL being chosen with respect to the median LTL. Similarly, "DF1o=-0.64" at scenario 3.2.R means that the intersection skewedness could decrease the chosen probability of the outside LTL. The outflows of the inside and outside LTLs switch to the median LTL.
The Results Obtained at the DLTLs Scenarios.
This section will interpret the influences of static and dynamic factors on the lane usage deviation and left-turn drivers' lane choices at the DLTLs scenarios in factor categories according to the results reported in Table 7 .
Factor Category: "Turning Curve". LTL Usage Deviation (LUD).
The large turning radius of outside LTL with respect to that of inside LTL could increase the lane usage deviation of the DLTLs in red phase ("SF1(2): 0.11" at scenario 1.R). Leftturn drivers would prefer the longer turning curve of outside LTL when they have to wait in queue, as the lane favours their vehicle acceleration after traffic signal light turns from red to green. But this pattern is not found in green phase or cycle period.
Factor Category: "Intersection Approach". LTL Usage Deviation (LUD).
The length of red or green phase does not affect lane usage deviation of the DLTLs. Only the length of signal cycle demonstrates significant influence at the highest level ("SF3(4): 0.05" at scenario 2). This result means that traffic signal rarely affects the lane usages unless the total DLTLs demand achieves a relative high amount. Moreover, the design of shadowed LTL could be effective at both red and green phases in an opposite direction yet ("SF6(2): 0.09" at scenario 1.R, "SF6(2): -0.15" at scenario 1.G). Extending turn bay length could increase the lane usage deviation in red phase ("SF7(2): 0.11" at scenario 1.R) while reversely reducing it in green phase ("SF7(3): -0.17" at scenario 1.G). The influence of turn bay length is observed at its high level in green phase (the third level of SF7 at scenario 1.G) and the low level in red phase (the second level of SF7 at scenario 1.R). This indicates that the drivers' LTL preferences could be more easily affected by shadowed lane in red phase than green phase.
LTL Choice (LC). The influence of shadowed LTL on the drivers' LTL preferences is found in both red and green phases ("DF8: 0.14" at scenario 1.R; "DF8=1.75" at scenario 1.G). Besides, queue length also affects their lane choices. If the queue length in inside LTL increases, it is not surprising to find the drivers switch to outside LTL and vice versa ("DF2: -0.51", "DF4: 0.38" at scenario 1.R; "DF2: -1.12", "DF4: 1.19" at scenario 1.G).
Factor Category: "Vehicle Type". LTL Usage Deviation (LUD).
Increase of proportion of heavy vehicle in a LTL volume could enlarge the lane usage deviation in red and green phases ("SF11: 0.19" at scenario 1.R; "SF11: 0.16" at scenario 1.G), but such influence does not exist in signal cycle period (scenario 2).
LTL Choice (LC). The influence of heavy vehicle on individual lane choice is also observed. Heavy vehicle at queue back in inside LTL ("DF12: -0.84" at scenario 1.R; "DF12: -3.59" at scenario 1.G; "DF12: -0.64" at scenario 2) could reduce the drivers' intention to choose. The reduction is the most obvious in green phase, as the limited accelerating ability of heavy vehicle slows down the discharging flow speed in this period. The more the heavy vehicles appear in a lane, the lower discharging flow speed is. This can explain why more heavy vehicles in inside LTL in red phase could induce the drivers' reluctance of choosing ("DF15: -2.45" at scenario 1.R). LTL Choice (LC). The skewedness could increase the probability of median LTL being chosen by individual drivers in red phase and circle period when only two LTLs are available ("DF1i: -1.98" at scenario 3.1.R; "DF1o: -0.64" at scenario 3.2.R; "DF1i: -1.76" at scenario 4.1; "DF1o: -0.57" at scenario 4.2). But the probability would decrease when all LTLs are available ("DF1i: 0.96" at scenario 3.3.R; "DF1i: 0.90" at scenario 4.3). This indicates that the drivers' lane preferences could vary with the number of alternative lanes they can choose under exogenous influences.
The Results

Factor Category: "Intersection Approach". LTL Usage Deviation (LUD).
The design of shadowed lane always decreases LTL usage deviation in all periods ("SF6(2): -0.27" at scenario 3.4.R; "SF6(2): -0.31" at scenario 3.4.G; "SF6(2): -0.29" at scenario 4.4). Since the length of turn bay has no obvious difference at all study sites (only one level of SF7 at the lower part of Table 4 ), its influence on the usage deviation is not considered in the analysis. In addition, if upstream segment of the TLTLs is too long, LTL usage deviation would increase in green phase ("SF9(3): 0.11" at scenario 3.4.G). The particular significance of this factor in green phase implies that its influence only appears at the TLTLs when drivers have enough freedom, i.e., right of way or all three alternatives, to choose target lanes.
LTL Choice (LC) . The function of shadowed lane in balancing lane usage at the TLTLs is supported by the results of disaggregate analysis. Shadowed inside LTL could decrease the chosen probability of outside LTL indirectly ("DF8o: -1.31", "DF11o: -1.10" at scenario 3.4.R; "DF8o: -1.61", "DF11o: -1.32" at scenario 4.4). The probability of median LTL being chosen could increase correspondingly. In addition, more queued vehicles in inside or outside LTL could increase the probability of median LTL being chosen in red phase and circle period ("DF2i: -0.36" at scenario 3.1.R; "DF2i: -0.34" at scenario 3. LTL Choice (LC). Left-turn driver's lane preference could vary with vehicle type. The heavy vehicle driver prefers outside or median LTL ("DF21o: 1.28" at scenario 3.2.R; "DF21o: 1.40" at scenario 3.3.R; "DF21o: 1.16" at scenario 3.4.R; "DF21o: 1.29" at scenario 4.2; "DF21o: 1.42" at scenario 4.3; "DF21i: -0.84", "DF21o: 1.31" at scenario 4.4). Besides, the heavy vehicle at queue back in a LTL impels the follower to switch to other lanes ("DF14o: -0.75" at scenario 3.2.R; "DF14o: -0.61" at scenario 3.4.R; "DF13i: 0.71" at scenario 4.1; "DF14o: -0.78" at scenario 4.1; "DF13o: -0.99", "DF14o: -0.66" at scenario 4.4). An interesting finding is that the number of heavy vehicles ahead performs opposite influences on LTL usage deviation and the drivers' LTL choices. DF16 has significant influence on LTL choices in red phase and cycle period ("DF16o: 0.79", "DF17o: -1.00" at scenario 3.3.R; "DF16i: 2.16" at scenario 3.1.G), yet when its related factor (SF11) is not significant for LTL usage deviation. But the effect of DF16 on LTL choices turns out be insignificant at the scenario when its related factor is significant ("SF11: 0.34" at scenario 3.1.G). The opposite influences could be attributed to the equivalent treatment of heavy vehicle to passage cars in volume counting. This treatment cannot reflect the drivers' attitudes toward heavy vehicle, so it results in the opposite results. Table 8 ). This is opposite to its increasing trend at the DLTLs ("SF1(2): 0.11" at scenario 1.R in Table 7 ). Maybe one more lane of the TLTLs than the DLTLs makes it easier to deal with diverse left-turn demands, instead of letting the drivers make either-or choice between the two alternatives at the DLTLs. Intersection skewedness only affects LTL usage deviation and individual LTL choices at the TLTLs. This design decreases the possibility of inside or outside LTL being chosen when two lanes of the TLTLs are available (scenarios 3.1.R, 3.2.R, 4.1, and 4.2 in Table 8 ), but it increases the chosen possibility of inside LTL when all lanes are available (scenarios 3.3.R and 4.3). At the other two scenarios, 3.4.R and 4.4, the insignificance of this factor could be caused by the mixed data samples collected at the two scenarios. Another finding is that the length of turning curve (SF1 and SF2) never performs significant influence in green phase at the DLTLs and the TLTLs. Probably the slight advantage obtained from the variance of the length is unattractive for the drivers when they can pass the intersection in a short time. This makes the influences of other factors more possibly affect the drivers' decisions.
Comparison of the Results
Factor
Category: "Intersection Approach". The influence of shadowed LTL on lane usage deviation in red phase is different at the DLTLs and the TLTLs. This design could increase the usage deviation of shadowed inside lane at the DLTLs ("SF6(2): 0.09" at scenario 1.R in Table 7 ) and decrease the one at the TLTLs ("SF6(2): -0.27" at scenario 3.4.R in Table 8 ) in red phase. This pattern is verified by the disaggregate analysis results ("DF8: 0.14" at scenario 1.R in Table 7 ; "DF8: -1.31" at scenario 1.G in Table 8 ). But SF6 has similar influence on lane usage deviation at the DLTLs and the TLTLs in green phase ("SF6(2): -0.15" at scenario 1.G in Table 7 ; "SF6(2): -0.31" at scenario 3.4.G in Table 8 ). The opposite influences imply that when the drivers have more lane choosing freedom in green phase at the DLTLs or in red or green phase at the TLTLs, their preferences of specific lane could be weakened with the appearance of shadowed LTL, while the preferences could be enhanced when the freedom is limited in red phase at the DLTLs. As for the dynamic incentive, the drivers' responses of the variance of queue length (DF2-DF4) are similar at the DLTLs and the TLTLs scenarios, but the variance of queue length difference (DF5-DF7) is only effective at the TLTLs. The queue-related incentives are easier to be observed and would have more direct influences on the drivers' decisions, which can infer from the larger absolute values of their coefficients than those of other factors. From a general point of view, the number of the factors in the category of "intersection approach" that significantly affect individual lane choices are more in red phase than that in green phase. This condition is also found in the category of "vehicle type". Hence, it is reasonable to indicate that the drivers' lane preferences could switch with the change of signal light. Table 8 ). Maybe the DLTLs have fewer alternatives than that of the TLTLs for the drivers to choose, which depresses the drivers' lane preferences.
Conclusions
This study conducts an empirical analysis of the unbalanced traffic distribution in the MLTLs. Some static and dynamic factors influencing the MLTLs utilization are selected from left-turn drivers' view and their significances are identified based on the data of LTL volumes and individual lane choices. The drivers' LTL preferences can be inferred from the study results. The influences of some static factors on LTL usage can be verified by the disaggregate analysis results of individual lane choices. Based on the identified factors and their influences on the drivers' decisions, it is able to design some customized countermeasures to improve unbalanced traffic distribution at the MLTLs in practice by adjusting the drivers' lane preferences [19, 20] .
This study can be improved from the following aspects in future. First, besides the MLTLs, unbalanced traffic distribution also usually appears at other multilane infrastructure, such as multiple right-turn lanes or auxiliary through lane at intersection, and similar study like this one can also be conducted. The comparison of the analysis results of the underutilization conditions at these multilane infrastructures can improve the understandings of the drivers' lane choice behaviours at various circumstances. Second, LTL usage deviations are taken as dependent variable of aggregate analysis indistinctively. Hence, the significant influential factors of the deviations that are identified in the analysis cannot interpret the strict trade-off relationship among the deviations. However, such relationship indeed exists, as increase of one lane usage definitely decreases the sum of other lane usages. The authors expect an aggregate "Logit-like" model to analyse the strict trade-off of LTL usages.
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